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Upcoming Events

In the coming months we will be exhibiting at the
Offshore Energy in Amsterdam, the Europort in
Rotterdam, and the Oceanology International in
London.
You are more than welcome to come and visit us!

Dredge Process Monitoring Software
Dear reader,
By means of this newsletter we
would like to inform you of our
latest developments, projects
and products.
The last months have been an
explosion of activities! Many
international exhibitions, offshore
and dredging operations all over
Europe, and further talks of
expanding our operations in
Africa with our sister company CT
Systems Algerie SARL.
The combination of new and
interesting projects, many new
customers and a perpetual
stream of requests for problem
solving ingenuity have kept us
hard at work.
In the background Viking has
received some pretty cool
updates and time saving
features. Alongside, our new DPM
software is been through rigorous
testing cycles and is now fully
operational.
As always all are welcome at our
office for a status update of our
products and services.
Best regards,
Julian van der Vaart
Managing Director

CT Systems
The Netherlands

De Wieken 6
1777HT Hippolytushoef

Tel +31 227 591295
Fax +31 227 593439

info@ctsystems.eu
www.ctsystems.eu

Our fully renewed DPM (Dredge Process Monitoring) software was
recently installed on the dredger Schelde, owned and operated by
Smals Dredging. DPM is used on the Schelde to communicate and
visualise the
dredging
process
occurring on the
floating sand
classification
barge Kaliwaal
41.
DPM is a highly
evolved version
of our previous
TDS software.
DPM does not
only offer a
module for a
TDS Load &
Draft system,
but it can also be 100% customised by the user to display a yield
indicator, production history graphs, and a full suction tube. DPM also
offers the option to display virtually unlimited bars and values based
on the specific requirements of the vessels sensors and that of the
current dredging project.

Viking Offshore Rental Package

Our Viking Offshore rental package has been in very high demand
the last few months, but due to the increased stock in our rental pool
we were able to fulfil the high demand. Various hotshot mobilisations
were executed with just a
few days notice. With
some hard work and
dedication we were able to
fulfil all requests with
success.
The Viking Offshore
package consists of a 19”
cabinet with redundant 19”
computers, our rack-mount
GeoGNSS receiver,
industrial video splitters, a
high power UPS, and of
course our Viking Offshore
software.

Custom Built

A special request was discussed
and swiftly turned into a new
custom hardware project for
the ETCO group from Brazil.
A GeoGNSS Base, GeoGNSS
Rover, GeoSounder and a CTTide were all built into
customer supplied Explorer
Cases making a range of
uniform hydrographic survey
equipment for the ETCO
company.

GeoDredge Installations for Van Doorn Group

Viking System for the MV Steeborg I
A special request for an
interesting Viking
installation came to us
from old friends in the
maritime industry. A newly
sparked idea they had
been working on rapidly
turned into a vessel with
an excavator, and special
dredging and survey
equipment.

A 19” rack mounted
installation with our
GeoGNSS receiver
combined with Viking
Dredge Pro and a
multitude of industrial 22”
LCD’s make up the
installation on the vessels
itself. On the deck an
excavator is equipped with
a GeoDredge RTK system,
powered by Viking Dredge. An imaging sonar fixed on the dredge tool provides realtime information of the
dredging process.
Both systems are connected wirelessly using industrial WiFi and the Viking Networking Module. Also
connected is a separate RTK land survey system which shares its position information with the Viking
system on the bridge. The land survey RTK, imaging sonar, and the excavator feed all information directly
into the vessels Viking network, enabling an overview on the bridge and in the clients office.

A literal expansion from dredging works to increasingly more land based earthmoving operations took place
with the Van Doorn Group. A new GeoDredge installation on a small cutter suction dredger was soon after
transferred to their excavator, which in term was soon followed by a second GeoDredge installation for their
excavator fleet. Both excavators are now mainly active in land based operations using our Viking software.
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